Single-chip microelectronic system to interface with living cells.
A high degree of connectivity and the coordinated electrical activity of neural cells or networks are believed to be the reason that the brain is capable of highly sophisticated information processing. Likewise, the effectiveness of an animal heart largely depends on such coordinated cell activity. To advance our understanding of these complex biological systems, high spatiotemporal-resolution techniques to monitor the cell electrical activity and an ideally seamless interaction between cells and recording devices are desired. Here we present a monolithic microsystem in complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology that provides bidirectional communication (stimulation and recording) between standard electronics technology and cultured electrogenic cells. The microchip can be directly used as a substrate for cell culturing, it features circuitry units per electrode for stimulation and immediate cell signal treatment, and it provides on-chip signal transformation as well as a digital interface so that a very fast, almost real-time interaction (2 ms loop time from event recognition to, e.g., a defined stimulation) is possible at remarkable signal quality. The corresponding spontaneous and stimulated electrical activity recordings with neuronal and cardiac cell cultures will be presented. The system can be used to, e.g., study the development of neural networks, reveal the effects of neuronal plasticity and study cellular or network activity in response to pharmacological treatments.